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quired to wear protective gear while practicing and during competitions. The SJSU
Fencing Club offers several work outs a week
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on campus to encourage more participation.
Buchard teaches fencing classes in the
human performance department.

Iran declares U.S. will regret gulf attack
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) -Iran will strike back and "make
the U.S. regret" the Navy shelling
that destroyed two oil platforms in
the Persian Gulf. Iranian leaders said
Tuesday.
Hashemi Rafsanjani, speaker of
the Iranian Parliament and one of
Iran’s most powerful leaders, said
his vow of retaliation was "not a
threat, but a reality."
Prime Minister Hussein Musavi
said "compromise is impossible"
and "we will retaliate" for the U.S.
attack, Iran’s official news agency
reported. Musavi was quoted as saying that "after we deal our reprisal
blow, we will call it quits."
The 12th U.S.-escorted convoy
set out Tuesday, one day after the artillery attack on the Iranian platforms. moving south from Kuwait
on the 550-mile voyage out of the
gulf.
It included two reflagged Ku80,000-ton
tankers - the
waiti
Ocean City and the 46,000 -ton Gas

World
News

King ---- and the guided -missile frigate USS Ford, the Pentagon said.
An Iranian shuttle tanker reported sighting a mine in a busy
channel 40 miles off Iran’s coast,
shipping executives said. They did
not say if any action was taken.
Sources in Kuwait said eight to
10 artillery rounds exploded at Umm
al-Aish, a Kuwaiti oil -drilling camp
near the Iraqi border.
Kuwait’s Defense Ministry
confirmed that artillery shells fell in
the area but said there were no casualties or damage. The Kuwait news
agency quoted a ministry spokesman
as saying the shells apparently were
fired "during artillery duels between
Iran and fray." which have been at

war seven years. The warfront is
about 25 miles away.
Gulf
shipping
executives,
speaking on condition of anonymity,
said commercial traffic in the waterway appeared normal after Monday’s attack by U.S. Navy destroyers on Iranian oil -rig platforms in the
south-central gulf.
Shells demolished two platforms in the Rostam oilfield in an
85 -minute bombardment. Twentyfive to 30 Iranians on the platforms
were given time to evacuate first.
Iran’s oil minister said the attack
caused about $500 million damage.
U.S. military sources said three
of the destroyers, brought into the
gulf for the attack. had sailed back
out through the narrow Strait of Hormuz to rcjoin their Navy battle
groups in the Arabian Sea.
The fourth ship, the missile destroyer Kidd, is part of the Navy
force escorting I 1 Kuwaiti tankers
registered in the United States and
flying the American flag.

On Tuesday.. "only mangled
metal and charred remains were apparent . . .and smoke could still be
sighted," a shipping source said.
quoting a report from one of his
company’s vessels.
U.S. military sources said a
third platfonft. which the Iranians
abandoned and U.S. Navy commandos later raided. was close to those
destroyed and not five miles away,
as the Pentagon had said earlier.
President Reagan called the attack "an appropriate and proportionate response" to Iranian missile attacks last week that hit a U.S.owned tanker and a reflagged Kuwaiti ships.
Both vessels were near Kuwait’s main oil terniinal at the head
of the gulf and the missiles were believed to be Chinese -made Silkworms fired from Iranian -occupied
Iraqi territory about 50 miles away.
The attack on the platfornis was
the third U.S. strike at Iran in a
month

NCAA battling drug abuse, witness testifies
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
Ruth Berkey. assistant executive director of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association. testified Tuesday that the association has made a
conscious effort to deter drug abuse among college athletes.
Berkey, along with Dr. Don Catlin, a member of the United States Olympic: Committee, haok
the stand Tuesday in a suit brought against the
NCA A by Stanford University athletes Barry McKeever and Jennifer Hill questioning the constitutionality of the association’s current drug-testing
procedures.
The case. now in its sixth day, is being heard
by Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge Conrad Rushing. A ruling is expected today.
Berkey. who is responsible for NCAA youth
programs, drug education and drug testing.
pointed out five place% in the 1986-87 NCAA

’We assume each institution
has its own policy for drug
abuse.’

Ruth Berkey,

NCAA assistant executive director
Manual where the issue ol drugs and drug testing
are brought up.
The first mentions the student -athlete consent form that states the athlete will submit to drug
testing at the end of the season should the team
reach postseason play. If the athlete refuses to
sign the consent form, he or she is declared ineligible for thc whole season.
The second states that the eligibility rules
which govern individual participation will be the

same as those which govern institution -sponsored
events.
The third states that student athletes in
championships shall use no drugs which will endanger their health, except with a physician’s consent. This bylaw also states that athletes may be
tested for drugs.
The fourth gives the list of banned substances and authorizes the procedures of drug testing.
And last. the manual states that the NCAA
deals only with the schwk in the association, not
with the individual athletes. It is the responsibility
of the colleges and universities to deal with the
athletes.
"We assume each institution has its own policy for drug abuse," Flerkey said. "If they do not,
they are subject to disciplinary action."
The NCA A is made up of more than 1,000
See COURT, page 6

Stock market loss rocks faculty fund
By Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
SJSU’ s faculty retirement fund,
the Public Employees Retirement
System, lost up to VI billion Monday
as a result of the New York Stock
Exchange’s 508 point plunge, said
Jed Maxwell, principal investment
officer for PERS.
The stock holdings of PERS
were estimated at $13.5 billion at the
beginning of the year and had
reached close to $20 billion until the
stock market began its decline two
weeks ago. he said.
"We are probably back to
where we were at the beginning of
the year," Maxwell said.

Maxwell said PERS was buying
stock Monday, something it had not
done in a while.
"We had been net sellers during the spring and summer months,"
Maxwell said. "We ceased to sell a
couple of weeks ago. but we went in
to buy (Monday)." He added that
he’s confident the market has hit the
bottom now and that stock prices
will rise.
Maxwell said PERS hopes to
compensate for Monday’s loss by
"purchasing stock at the present
time as the market recovers.PERS. which owns 1,200 different stocks. buys stock as a hedge
against inflation.

"Traditionally. the rate of the
increase (in stock prices) is higher
than that of inflation," Maxwell
said. "Stock prices usually raise
about eight percentage points a year.
while the inflation rate is alxiut three
to four percent. We need investments to protect the pension funds."
Maxwell said PERS plans to
continue to aggressively purchase
stock at the present time.
Stock prices rocked violently in
heavy trading on the NYSE Tuesday, up 102.27 points to 1,841.01. It
had gained as much as 200 points in
early trading, then reeled back and
was briefly 25 points below Monday’s close.

Minority graduate students receive awards
By Lorraine Grant
Daily staff writer
Thirteen SJSU graduates were
awarded the Under Represented Minority Graduate Fellowship Award
Monday in the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
The California State University
system gave a total of $20010 to the
graduate students.
Nancy Winton, from the Grad-
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UPD arrests
sex assailant
after search

Lunge time

Rob Campbell (left), a junior majoring in
music learns a few fencing techniques from
maestro Peter Buchard. Fencers are re-

Wednesday, October

uate Studies Office, said the S20.000
13
was divided between the
fellowships depending on financial
needs.
"It’s an extremely serious issue
said Richard
for minorities,"
Keady, associate dean of graduate
studies. "The people we are target ing are people who we want to represent our future generation .’ ’
The purpose of the Graduate

Fellowship program is to encourage
underrepresented students to pursue
and complete master’s degrees and
to encourage people to pursue a career in post -secondary education.
The student must be in one of
the several following under represented ethnic minority groups
See HONORS, back page

By Dave I.anson
Daily stan wnter
University Police arrested a
man Tuesday suspected of attacking
a female student last month in the
Fourth Street Parking Garage and
harassing her several other times.
Thirty -year-old
Francis
L.
Simon, a non -student, was arrested
and charged with felony sexual assault.
UPD investigator Terry Edel
said the victim had seen a man following her on campus at least five
times since the initial attack. She last
spotted him about a week ago.
The victim told police she saw a
man who resembled the attac:ker
early Tuesday, and she notified UPD
when she saw him again at about 10
a.m. in front of the Music Building,
F.dell said. The officers then took the
man into custody.
He was initially taken to campus police headquarters for processing before his transfer to Santa
Clara County Jail.
A UPD officer had been escorting the woman to and from most of
her classes after the victim reported
viewing someone she though was the
same person a second time following
the initial attack.
"It seemed like every tirne we
weren’t escorting her that’s when
she would see him,’ -F.del said.
The woman was assaulted Sept.
16 in the north stairwell of the
Fourth Street Garage. She broke
loose twice and finally reached her
car. That man then attempted to

Sketch of suspect apprehended in
a Fourth Street Garage attack.
block her from driving av.0
She reportedly spotted him
again two days later neat Fifth anti
Santa Clara streets. He followed her,
but she eluded him by ducking into a
nearby building.
The victim did not report the
initial attack until Sept. 25.
UPD had a composite sketch of
the suspect. a 6-foot tall black man
with gaps between his front teeth.
He was reportedly wearing a leather
jacket at the time cif the assault.
}Wel said the assault was of a
sexual nature because the attacker attempted to touch the wonian in private areas.
F.del said Simon has no previous history. of assault.

CSSA president
upset at group;
quits at meeting
By Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer
The resignation of Laine Hedwall, chairman of the California
State Student Association, could
have been a devastating blow to the
CSSA. but instead the organization
is kx)king at the incident as a "step
forward."
Hedwall. the Associated Students president of California State
University, Northridge, resigned
under pressure last week at the
CSSA’s monthly meeting.
The CSSA is a full -board organization, consisting of elected members from 19 campuses in the CSU
system. The organization aLts as
voice for students in the CSU Chancellor’s Office. where proposals are
passed involving students, and in the
legislative branch where laws are
passed involving students.
Tom Boothe. SJSU’s representative to the CSSA and A.S. director

of California state affairs. said it
Hedwall hadn’t resigned. he could
have faced forcible removal.
"It was very unfortunate, but
everyone feels as if it was a step forward." said Sherry Skelly. CSSA
legislative director.
Ray Spencer, from Cal State
Fullerton. has been appointed as the
new CSSA chaimian. Skelly said
The CSSA was considenng the
removal of Hedwall froni office because of allegations that he was not
performing his job duties.
According to Boothe, Hedwell
was being scrutinized for an alleged
personality conflict.
"We’re in the fifth month of
the CSSA year and weve managed
to alienate staff members in the goyemor’s office and people in the
(statewide)
Academic
Senate.’ ’
Boothe said
Laine said esterday he has
v,
Ni(iN. bock page

Comedy
opens Friday
at SJSU
By Brenda Tai I.am
Daily staff writer
In the tradition of Noel Coward comes "Bedroom Farce," the
uproarious comedy by Alan Ayckbourn to the University Theatre at
8 p.m. Friday.
Directed by Hal Todd. chairman of the theatre arts department.
"Bednxim Farce" is the story of
four married couples. The stage set
consists of three bedrooms. side by
side. each as individual as its occupants.
In the first bednxim are Malcolm (Kelly McAllister) and Kate
I Andrea Faiss). two practical jokers
who delight in hiding shoes and
saucepans in their bed.
The second bednxim belongs to
Nick (Rob Langeder), an upwardly
inobile executive who is bothered by
a
sprained
back.
and
See COMEDY , page 6

SpecAl the Dady
Claudia Lenore and Roh Langeder play one of four couples in
the theatre arts department’s presentation of "Bedroom Farce,"
which focuses on the relationships betvieen the w-v different
couples. The play is part of the department’s semester program.
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America will not forget auto legend
The American autominie industry lost one of its
giants v.hen Henry Ford II. the grandson of the man who
put America on v. heels. Henry Ford. died last month.
The younger Ford. who ran the Ford Motor Com
pany for 35 years. had a history of heart problems and
was bring treated for pneumonia when he died Sept 2%)
at the Henry Ford Hospital. an institution founded by ht,
grandfather.
Though not as legendary as his grandfather was: he
was as flamboyant. idiosyncratic. powerful and almost
as destructoe to his compan%
Founded in 1903 bx Henry I. the son of a penniless
Irish iminigrant. the Ford Motor Company did more to
re% olutionue the automome industry . indeed to revolutionize ork . than any other company in history
Grandfather Henry v. as SO-% ears old senile and his
comparn, u as on the hrink tit t mancial collapse in 11445.
Henry II and his family knew the elder Ford could no
longer remain in the dmer’s seat until finally . after a
long battle. grandfather Henr agreed it) leave the company Shortly thereafter. his grandson became president
and chief evecume officer
After the glory years created b% the Model T. the
older Ford turned into a destroyer.
Betueen 1930 and 1441. Ford Nlotor’s share of the
auto market declined from 40 percent of all American car
sales to less than 20 percent
It had goen up first -place to General Motors and
had become anti -union and %%as run hy thugs and cronies. The company had no true accounting system. no
property books and no adequate research or design departments. according to historical sources.
Then Henry II stepped in and drme the company
into the 21Ith century oemight. He re%ersed the companies tortunes in his first year ot stewardship. iv hile
continuing to rule the Ford \foto’. Co like the family
fiefdom it was. He almost returned it to its original position of dominance.
If there was a difterence between Henry II and his
grandfather. it v,as that the younger Ford knev,. how to
share power. how to innin, ate and knew v.heri to step
dins n
It he saved his company bv taking mer in 1945. he
did the company another service by stepping aside.
He stepped down as chairman in 1979. but delayed

Nelson
Cardadeiro

his departure until March 13, 1980. the day the company
was aquitted of criminal charges of reckless homicide in
connection with the firery deaths of three young women
in a Pinto.
He turned the company over to men who, by 1985,
would see the Ford Motor Company’ surpass GM in
profit for the first time since 1924. A magnificent
comeback.
The Ford saga is unique in American history. Until
Phillip Caldwell took over from Henry Ford in 1979, no
one outside the family had run the company.
Ford IIs achievement was to salvage a company.
Years later. when his own judgement faltered. and Ford
Motor Wit% plagued by. conservatism and lack of innovation and quality that nearly wrecked the U.S. automotive
industry. Henry II stepped aside.
Ford II knev. v. hen to forget at)out egos and do what
was best for the company. even without another Ford
qualified for the job. He went against the Ford tradition
and gave the company’s presidency to an outsider. A difficult decision. but not to someone like Henry II.
He vvas a trend-setter when he paved the way for
cars like the Thunderbird. Falcon and Mustang to arrive
on the market with a bang.
The country v. on’t see the likes of Henry. II again.
He \vas simply in his own class.
He say. too it that the Ford Motor Company was on
the up-and -up and that quality is job one.
As a owner of a 1969 Mustang Fastback with over
170.(XN) miles on the odometer. I’d like to say thanks
Henry, for leading a company that knew how to build
long-lasting cars.

MEANWHILE, BACK’ AcT11-16 UJI-IrrE HOLEE

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily v. ould like to hear from
you - - our readers. Your ideas. comments. criticisms and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers we can better serve the campus
community.
Letters to the editor can he on any topic. However. personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not he published. All letters may be edited for
length or libel. and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic after a
sulTicient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name. major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers and
anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall, or to the Student
Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
Observations on SJSU athletics
1 .1 it
\
nie to make some observations on tut) major
Mil refhappenings in our athletic programs last lAcek
erring to the criticisms against women’s %one.% ball coach
Dick Montgomery and the dismissal of hoopster Reggie
Owens.
Despite the negativ e criticisms hurled at coach
Montgomery . he is the hest SJSU v olley ball coach. ocr
I’ve been a dewted follower of our Lady Spartans since
Munn reser% ation that Montgonier%
1982 and can s;.1
has placed the Spartans on the highest pedestal am. coach
could eer dream of This is borne out by the winr.ing records of his teams since he slaned coaching here. There
is no need to narrate his accomplishments
he has
done sk hal others before him tailed to do.
NIontgoinei) do %hat, to hini. is hest tor
1.et
his team and for the honor. prestige and reputation ot our
iirmersity
On the other side of the fence. the dismissal of
Owens from our basketball team caught me by surprise.
Aix. very strange and untimely
move
tollowed
The
Owens performances since he Si, as a freshman and he
has improved a lot.
Owens is a great rebounder. and that’s what we
hadlv need d vie are it) seriously contend for the PCA A
not he a good shooter.
championship this !.eiir He
but he has the ruggedness and tenacity of a great passer
and rebounder. Hi.. dunk la!, -ups always thrill the crowd.
To dismiss him is a tragic Mose. u hen our cage team is
considered the top team in the PCA A this season.
We need Owens We can’t go on and evpect our
team to 1,,r, PCA A and other nationally -ranked teams

Kithout hirn. If this is just an internal conflict oetween
him and head coach Bill Berry, I hope that it will be
patched up soon for the good of the team and of the unier.it . Perhaps. our athletic director could intervene
and save SJSU basketball.
Carliti)
Cocjin
Craduate Student
Special Education

Fresno coach gets his due
Saturday s football game at Fresno State was another chapter in a long and exciting rivalry. Except this
one had an ugly. pathetic twist.
Fresno Coach Jim Sweeny was quoted as saying
this game was the "most important in the school’s history." Yet. if the game was so crucial. why did he stop
coaching’? In exciting games. coaches must exude control and grace under pressure as examples to their players.
Instead. Sweeny exchanged his playbook for pompons and became a free agent for the Bulldog cheerleaders. This 58 -year-old man. well respected for building a
successful and credible tOotball program. was suddenly
waving a red jersey and taunting the Spartan sideline
after a big play In retrospect. I’m surprised he wasn’t on
top of the cheerleader’s pyramid.
Rather than guiding his team to its biggest victory
ever. Sv.eeny embarrassed himself before a national teleision audience, and in the process. sacrificed much of
his dignity.
I can only pray Spartan Coach Claude Gilbert main-

AHH! LOOK AT
THAT LAVISH FEAST!
I. GUESS I CAN NOW
GIVE YOU LESS ,
HMMM ) 1S
BENEF rrs!
THAT 600
SEE IN YOUR
TEETH ?

tains his class and integrity he brings to our football program. Spartan football is exciting enough; we don’t need
two Krazy Georges.
Gary Truax
Senior
Public Relations

Convenient religious hypocrisy
Editor.
This letter is in regards to Monday’s story. "Group
discusses Satan in music."
Well, I see that the fanatics are at it again, telling
the sinners to stop listening to the evil. satanic music before God Almighty comes down upon us in a blazing
wrath.
It seems funny to me how these "Christians" are
experts on the evils of rock music. It also seems curious
hov., "Christians" will talk about the evils of rock music
’til they are blue in the face, but when asked to comment
on the sexual behavior of Jim Bakker. all they seem to
say is: "Well. it’s in God’s hands now."
Who are these people kidding’? If I look hard
enough. I can find evils in just about anything. too.
I have a question for Tom Siromak. the Champions
for Christ speaker: How
do you know vvhat’s really
behind rock music, when you’re so much against it’?
What about The Hooters new song "Satellite."
with lyrics such as: "So jump in the river and learn to
swim/ God’s gonna wash away all your sins.’ ’
Could these lyrics also hold some deep, dark satanic
message why don’t we play it backward and find out?
Did anyone ever stop and think that the "Night stalker" was really looking for an excuse to kill’? How
convenient it is for him to blame a rock group for his irrational behavior.
Perhaps I should start showing signs of irrational
behavior, then blame it on Amy Grant and the First Assembly of God’s hymn book!
Ray Vermillion
Junior
Materials enghseering

Go ahead, make my day
Editor.
Why is it that some people find it hard to smile? Are
their lives so hectic and busy that they don’t have the
time to slightly lift the corners of their mouths’?!
I have been working at the Spartan Bmikstore for
two-and -a -half years and find it annoying when customer% don’t say thank you or take the time to smile.
I realize that most of my customers are faculty
members or students. and that they are usually very
stressed. However, I’m also a student, and I find it comforting when people show respect toward one another despite the fact that they have two midterms that week.
I understand that people get grumpy when they are
waiting in a mile -long line just to purchase a bag of popcorn, but it is their choice to wait there.
I’m not asking for customers to put up with inconsiderate employees who spend more time chatting with
their friends than they do serving customers. However,
they should take the time -- a whole minute - to appreciate the strong efforts of hard worker..
It’s amazing what a smile can do!
Ilona Finkelstein
Junior
Journalism

Editors’ Roundtable
JP* grf

Jeff
Goularte

Keep a level head
Through bleary Monday -evening eyes. I could
see my roommate perched ever so precariously on the windowsill. I wondered what
kind of *crisis" the guy was experiencing.
Before I had the chance to drink a beer or ask
him if it was girls, God or girls that bothered him,
Fred shouted: ’’They’re never going to get me.
"What’s got you so spooked? And keep your
voice down," I said. mindful of our leathery Hell’s
Angels neighbors.
"We shelled some sort of ’vital Iranian military target.’ It looks like we’re going to war. I’m
too young to die. I don’t want to be drafted. I’m
going to Canada," he quietly rambled.
Keeping an ear tuned to the evening news. I
explained that whatever military action was undertaken in the Persian Gulf was necessary. especially
when the action was retaliatory in nature. The possibility of war was remote: the United States was in
the gulf for national security. freedom of navigation
and other diplomatic reasons not to specifically
retaliate against bearded. mad mullahs.
Excessive fear and paranoia had overtaken
Fred, so he just couldn’t discuss the news rationally.
"I’m going to Canada,’ ’ he repeated. "You
can’t comprehend my fear because you’re past the
draft age. You’ve got nothing to worry about when
the United States plays Rambo wherever and whenever it so desires.
Which was true. except for the "Rambo"
characterization. Rut I wanted to know how he intended to move to and live in the Great White
North. !mean. he was still in college and he had no
job.
-Easy.’ he said. still in the window. "I’m
going to sell my stock portfolio before the market
takes a slide. You know, most analysts predict the
Dow will go below 2.(XX) in the immediate future I
can sell tomorrow and be set for the next 20 years.’ ’
The thought of money lifted Fred’s sagging
spirits, and he almost came down from the window.
But a *news flash mesmerized the young capitalist on the window.
"Panic struck Wall Street. as stocks dropped
more than 500 points today. It was the biggest drop
in history. Small fortunes were lost. a gloomy
newscaster intoned.
My roomie was now white with petrification.
He figured his investments were big-time losers. As
his Canadian war -evading dream evaporated, Fred
inched closer to the window edge. and I thought he
would jump.
Once again. reason did not appeal to Fred. He
didn’t care that Amenca had more of its people employed than ever before or that inflation was negligible. No, economic doomsayers had
convinced the pessimist that the market’s losses
were similar to the disastrous crash in 1929.
Poor Fred. The market was only "adjusting...
After all. what comes up goes down. and he didn’t
remember that it was only five years ago that the
market had topped the 1,000 point barrier for the
first time. He needed to be patient. If anything,
now was THE time to invest.
But rationality did not ease Fred’s worried
mind. He had wholeheartedly ingested congressional forecasts of a Persian Holy War and economists
portending the end of the free enterprise system.
All he knew was that bullets were flying, prices
were plummetting, he was of draft age. broke and
desperate.
And ready to jump.
As Fred fidgeted, the final news story ran. It
was about his favorite baseball team: George Steinbrenner had fired Lou Pinella and hired some clown
named Billy Manin to he manager of the New York
Yankees for the zillionth time.
"’That’s it. I can’t take it anymore. I’m going
to jump,’ an agitated Fred screamed.
I tried to grab him. hut all I came up with was
air.
The Monday Massacre was now complete, yet
Fred managed to bounce back nicely from his threefoot drop. as will the other "ailments."
Jeff Goularte is the Forum page editor.
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SpartaGuide
A bnel look at campus events

The Inter -Organization Council
will hold a meeting today at 11:30
a.m. in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Genevieve Cushing at
277-8870 for information.
The Bulwer-Lytton English Undergraduate Society is holding a
meeting today at 11:30 a.m. Call
Denise or Brenda at 241-1020 for information.
The HiIlel organization will
host "Israel Update" with Lee
Goldsmith of the American Zionist
Youth Foundation today at 11:30
a.m. at the Campus Ministry, 300 S.
10th St. Call Dan Dorfman at 294831 I for information.
Dr. Antonio Soto of the School
of Social Work will deliver a presentation on the "Chicano and the
Church" at noon today in the Chicano Library Resource Center. Call
Jeff Paul at 277-2594 for information.
Faculty Book Talks will host
history professor David Eakins in a
speech on John Prados’ "The President’s Secret Wars" at 12:30 p.m.
today in the University Club on Xth
and San Salvador streets. Call David
McNeil at 277-2595 for information.
The Career Planning and Placement Center is having a Co-Op
Orientation Way at 12:30 p.m. in
thc Student Union Umunhum Room.
Call Cheryl Al!men at 277-2272 for
information.
-The SJSU theatre department
will hold the 83ni Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Contest for "Excellence in
Oral Interpretation." Preliminaries
are at 12:30 p.m. Nov. 13 in the Studio Theatre. Finals at 12:30 on Nov.
20th also in the Student Theatre.
Call Tom Grady at 287-6594 for information.
The Re-entry Club will have a
group meeting tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco
R(x)m. Call Lee Shatb at 370-2344
for information.

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. Ain
significant error brought to an
editor’s attention will be corrected.
lf you notice something
which you know is incorrect.
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, One Washington Square.
San Jose. CA 95/92.
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The Re-entry Advisory Program will host speaker Sally Harvey
on "Time Management" at 12:30
p.m. today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Virginia O’Reilly
at 277-2(X15 for infomiation.

A bnej look at off campus news

SJSU will host speaker Dennis
Tinerino. four -time Mr. Universe. at
7:30 p.m. Way in the Student
Union Uniunhum Room. Call Brad
at 749-8920 for information.

Campus Democrats will have a
meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in A.S.
Council Chambers. Call John H.jeIt
at 280-7225 for information.

Chi Pi Sigma v. ill host a speech
on "Narcotic,’ yk, it a speaker from
the Univers0 Police Department at
6 p.m. tomorrow at 230 South 10th
St. Call Craig Lawler at 998-9113
for information.

The Career Planning and Placement Center is holding Interview II
at 1:30 p.m. today in the Instructional Resources Center. Room 310.
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for
information.

Hlack Alliance of Scientists and
Engineeis will have a club orientation at 7 p.m. today in the Engineering Building R(x)ni 335. Call
Conrad Bouissiere at 279-3143.

Filipino-American
Akbayan
Club will have a general meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Almaden Room. Call I.ay
Bati at 923-377(1 for information.

The Asian American Christian
Fellowship will have their weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Student Union Costainian Room. Call
Don Chin at 997-7808 for information.

The math and computer department is hosting a colloquium at 4
p.m. tomorrow in MacQuarne Hall.
Call Hugh Edgar at 277-2401.

The Social Dance Club will
have dance practice at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Umunhum
Room. Call Mimi Marquess at 2799680 for inforniation.

The meteorology department
will host a presentation on "Kinetic
Energy Budget of Extra Tropical Cyclones" at 3:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall Room 615. Call 277-2311
for information.

SJSU Kendo Club will hold
Japanese sword fighting from 7 to 9
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in
Spartan Complex Room 209 Call
Alyne at 371-6134 for information.

Campus Ministry is having a
Meditation Group meeting at 4 p.m.
today in the Chapel, MX) S. 10th St.
298-0204 for
Call Natalie Shiras
information.

The Catholic Newman Community will present "Whatever Happened to Sill
Bob I.eger will speak
tomorrow- at 7:30 p.m. at the (’hapel
300 South I Oth St. Call Judy Ryan at
298-0204 for information.

The Gay and I.esbian Alliance
will host a speaker on "Homosexuality and the Church" at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the Business Tower
R(x)rn 50. Call Janies at 263-2312
for information.

Amnesty
International
will
have a meeting at 9:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Susie Salminen at 277-8225 for
information.

The political science department will have an International
Study Meeting at 4:30 p.m. today in
the Faculty Office Roorri 104. Call
Marion Richards at 277-3520 for information.

B/PAA will hold a meeting on
"The role of the account e
at 5:30 p.m. today in the
.
Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Tamar Nelson at 448-0617 for inforIllailt,11

More AIDS funds sought
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Public health officials at a state senate hearing Tuesday warned about an
alarming. uncontrolled surge in acquired immune deficiency syndrome
cases among drug addicts in California and pleaded for more money to
fight the deadly disease.
"It just am/es tile that we are
still in that mode where we are resisting expenditures necessary’. to
get drug addicts int() treatment programs and help halt the spread of
AIDS, said Dr. Donald P. Francis.
an AIDS adviser with the National
Center for Disease C’ontrol.
Francis joined other witnesses
who testified about AIDS among intravenous drug users before the joint
Select Senate Committee on Sub -

stance Abuse and the Select Committee on AIDS.
Although only 2 percent of Califomids estimated 9.500 AIDS
cases are drug addicts. Dr. John
Newmeyer warned the panel that the.
infection rate among this group is
doubling each year.
Newmeyer. with the Haight
Ashbury Free Clinic in San Francisco. said the doubling in the infection rate among drug addicts is even
more serious because they are primarily responsible for the spread ()I’
the disease to their heterosexual partners and to children.
Of the 9.500 AIDS cases reported in California by August of
this year. more than 5010 of the
people have died.

(UCPS 509480)

WASHINGTON
AP)
President Reagan.
buoyed by the partial recovery of the stock market.
declared Tuesday. "There is nothing that has happened here that should result in a recession."
"Economic fundanientals in this country remain
sound and our ciiiiens should not panic." Reagan
said after an extraordinary meeting with Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan and Treasury
Secretary James A. Baker III to discuss the chaos
gripping the stock market after Monday’s record 508point collapse.
The Dov.. Jones industrial average regained some
of its historic loss, rising 1(12 points 011 Tuesday.
The president noted that he signed an order
Tuesday implementing the automatic spending cuts
under the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction law. but
said he would prefer that the administration and congressional leaders neg.otiate an agreement to reduce
the red ink.
Reagan praised the action of the Federal Reserve
earlier in the day to make emergency -loan money
more readily available to the nation’s banks. saying it
had "a salutory effect on the markets...
Reagan denied a projection, prepared by a senior
White House economic adviser. that the nation might
face a recession as early as next spring barring a (Ira
WASHINGT()X (AP)
The edei.li
inane reversal of the stock market plunge.
lawn
ollICI AI in"There is nothing that has happened here that Administration to..111:11TIS liftable Ito atilt1,1
spection programs to the rapidly
aii line inshould result in a recession," he said.
"It’s pretty hard for anyone to speculate on that. dustry. a congre,si.iiial inv est igiit))1 said I iles,1.1
The only way that that could happen would be if the
As a result. the agency ’s ptocedures tor inspectpeople of this country ignored the economic signs and ing the nation’, :mimes vary from region to legion.
...
then if you had people begin putting off purchases
training progiain toi new inspectors is unsatistactoik .
because they feared hard times,.. Reagan said.
and its record -keeping is poor. the researcher said
"Yes, that could bring on a recession. he said.
Most of tour) concerns about the adequacy of
The new informal projection, circulated internally. suggested that the damage done to the economy FAA inspection programs are not nevv. Nancy C.
by the stock market plummet might be too deep to Naismith. a program manage’ of tht: Office of Techtold members of the House Pubcorrect. said an adniinistration official who spoke nology Assessment.
estigations subcomansportittion
k s and
lic
only on the condition of anonymity
tMoittniatel. the), pepost tle.pite public
mittee

FAA behind on changes

Leaders misled about laser
LOS ANGELES (API
Edward Teller. kii,,ku
as the "father of the H-bomb.’ ’ misled national leaders about the chances of developing a "Star Wars"
X-ray. laser weapon. says a grievance filed by the former head of the classified program.
The grievance by Roy I). W(x)druff. who resigned in October 1985 as associate director for defense systems at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’, alsu alleges "improper conduct" by Roger
Batzel, director of the nuclear weapons laboratory 50
miles east of San Francisco.
Woodruff, who still suppons the laser program.
claimed Batzel failed to correct "overly optimistic.
technically incorrect" statements by physicist Teller

The report bv the office. a research arm of (’ongress. was greeteil sympathetie.ill by lawmakers on
the panyl. The subcommittee chairman. Rep. LtIlle1
ha\ e repeatedly
I
()berstar. D -Minn.. said I
problem, m
tried to persuade the 1-..X ,X to addles,
overseeing the maintenance ol airliners
"They continue to respond only after problems
sbeaicdome publicly known and widespread. Oberstai
Since the airline industry’ was deregulated in
1978. many carriers have centraliied their operations
and concentrated their maintenance program.. cte
ating an invioased reliance on contractors to provide
maintenance 1,1 their aircraft.

Store helping poor

THERE ARE NO TRICKS
TO ADVERTISING
IN THE DAILY

(API
A
SACRAMENTO
grocery chain with stores in California and Nevada is selling coupons at
the checkout counters to help feed
the poor in both states.
The Raley’s grocery store program, known as Food for Families,
will offer $1 and $5 tax-deductible
coupons to shoppers and use the
money to buy food for 32 non-profit
food banks.
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and scientist I.ovvell Niood. then punished Vv’oodruff
for his dissenting v ley+. hy disciediting him. toicing
his demotion and dell mg him 1),1 inoease
A separate !mei
Woodi tilt .1,s:used the l’ilimi.). \smell opeiates .1,A !CM’S’ 1.1k versity
ermore for the
S Department iit laieigs ot dismissing most ot his grievance as untimels . focusing
only on the pay dispute rather than substant is e issues.
Woodruff’s grievance was sent to ’t president I >as id
Gardner.
Attempts v.:ere unsmvessful Tuesday io re,1,1
Wood and the 79 -year -old Tc lei .
outspoken ’ Sim
Wars advocate known hest tor his pivotal role in developing the hvdrogen bomb attei \Amid War II
I.!( spokesman Alike I issue’ said the uniseisity
couldn’t comment on confidential aspects of Wootlruff’s grievance. which is still undei revievv. but to
the hest of our knowledge a Ikpartment of blieigy
investigation "found no validity to Woodrutis allegations ’’
Lassiter said the disagreement between Woodruff and Batiel aiose from Rat/el’s position that the
laboratory shouldn’t intervene in the dispute betsseen
Woodruff and Teller
Nelson said the federation, which opposes Presi
dent Reagan’s proposed "Star Wars" system of las
ers and other weapons to defend against incoming
enemy kvarheads. received the documents twin an
anonymous SOUIR:t!
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THE RICHIE COLE
QUARTET WITH SPECIAL
GUEST THE SJSU SINGERS

WED OCT 21
AT NOON

I I I
IN THE STUDENT UNION
AMPHITHEATER

D’ALAN MOSS
MICKEY JOSEPH
ROB JACOBSON
Friday, October 23
8:00 PM
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tickets available at A.S. Business Office and BASS
Students $6-Advance $8-Door
General $7-Advance $8-Door
FOR FURTHER atfonmAtion

CALI 277.2807
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Spartan runners improve times
despite weak finish at Cal Poly
I3ecerra, Scholz, Williams hit season highs as SJSU places 15th
Hy \els
l’ardadeiro
1/aity stall writer
Wouldn’t
kno%
SJSI ’’s Cioss Coiiiiii s team had
some of its lastest tones ot the year
and still didn’t hie,11, into the top In
.it the Cal
Ins national last Satinday.
Talk ahout a hard luck season.
In four in\ nationals this ear.
the Spartans !lase f unshed eighth
ince. ninth once. and last tv.i,e
This past weekend, es en w ith
l),
III tini.licus having their
seasonal best. S.Itil’ only managed a
15th place tinish out of
te.ims It
had a score of 688.
Martin Seeber even had the
ninth best time in Spaitan history in
S
%.is only good
hi! 57th at the in% national.
Coach Is:Lush:ill Clark said it
was a tough. competitive race and
ihe coolei %%cattle: (overcast) allowed runnels to start on a quick
pace and ci ’mimic it.
There kete sonic awful!) fast

Sue Bowlatg 11,1, staff photographer
’with beard, lead
cross

( hi is Be( cut a (1.1 and I ion %1
(IDIOM(’ L tram during practice.

Cross Country
times." Clark said as 35 runners
broke under the 25 -minute mark.
Clark said Seeber "wanted to
run a sensible pact:, but quickly became buried because of the fast
pace.
He added that Seeber still
hasn’t recovered from the ftx8 injury
that has hampered his performance
for most of the year.
"His fix8 still bothers him so
that he couldn’t push on the down
hill areas. Clark said. "(Other runners) get away (on the downhill%)
when you can’t take adavantage of
it."

quickest times thus far were Dave
Rouse at 28:01, Craig Manning at
28:42 and Mark Studyvin. setting
the clock off at 28:54.
The two-week lay off between
races did help, Clark said.
"It helped us a lot," he said.
"Plus Becerra was sick last week."
Even with the 15th place finish,
Clark was somewhat pleased.
"We can beat UC Santa Barbara (by 24 points) and I know we
can beat Cal -State Fullerton (which
the Spartans finished 21 points behind)," he said. "I’m more concerned with how we do against
teams in our conference than against
the other teams."

Chris Flecerra, SJSU’s second
finisher, broke the tape at 25:29.
while Steve Scholz anti Tim Williams had tunes of 26:12 and 26:56.
repectively. All were their bests of
the year.
Other runners who had their

NOW IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE!
PRE-OPENING
DRAFTING SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT SALE
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SPACE SAVER DRAFTING TABLE S 31 442
ALL RARDE SIGN TEMPLATE S IN STOCK
ORAFTNG CHAIRS
ALVINELECTRIC ERASINGMACH1NE
BORCO DRAFTING BOARD COVER
RAWER STICAY BACK
100 SHEETS
ALI PENS I MARKERS IN STOC.K
DRAFTING LAMPS
CHARTPAN PRINTEOCIRCUIT LAYOUT SUPPLIES
ONLy ExECUTNE DRAFTING CHAIR
RETORT.. 5 PEN TECHMCAL PEN SETS
DRAFTING MACHINES
EAGLE TURQUOISE
LEADHOLDERS
2 ONLY ELTIURABLUEPRIN1 MACHINES
MAILING TUBES
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NITE GAME

Ilungr for a cop shop that
caters to )our odd hours’?
Kinko’s is the place.

Sat. Oct. 24th

kinkois

KICKOFF 8:00 P.M.
vs. UNLV
Tailgate parties start
3 30 PM
Come see the Bay Areas No 1
Football Team
PG&E Sports for Youth Day

\Eke I

Open 24 hours.
481 E San Carlos St
(Between 10th and 11th)
295-5511

FOR Al L TICKET
INFORMATION

SPARTAN

- Group/Corporate
- Faculty/Staff.
-Students/Alumni
Rates.

STADIUM

* On -campus double -elimination tournament

REDEEM AT KIX OFFICE

FOR $1 00 DISCOUNT

FOR $1.00 DISCOUNT

ADMIT ONE THIS DATE

ADMIT ONF THIS DATF

1987

,

11

,;.- V
’One of his sunniest. funniest comedies
it is airborne Ayckbourn ... a dazzling
exercise in comic complexity.’

BEDROOM FARCE

BEDROOM FARCE

UNIVERSITY

ACU-1

UNIVERSITY THEATRE

October
23,24,28,29,30,31

San Jose State University

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

October 2 3,24,28,2 9,3 0,31
slx shows only?
tickets: University Theatr e Box Office
5th 8 San Fernando Mon -Fn. 1-5 p m
show nights or call:

(408)277-2777

THEATRE

$6.00 GENERAL
SEC

ROW

SEAT

$6.00 GENERAL
SEC

ROW

at the S.U. Information Center!
For more info. call Judy at 277-9588
ix- --A.

SEAT

REDEEM AT BOX OFFICE

REDEEM AT BOX OFFICE

FOR SEAT ASSIGMENT

FOR SEAT ASSIGMENT
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DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 21

Mondays at 5:00pm (beginning Oct. 26)

SJSU
PRESENTS

PRESENTS

.

*
*
*

ALL -CAMPUS
CHESS TOURNEY

OCTOBER 1987

SJSU

*

THE 19th ANNUAL

REDEEM AT BOX OFFICE

OCTOBER

in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

GET ON BOARD

DOUBLE DISCOUNT
COUPONS

,

’V

I./

Call 277-FANS

-Tickets Available at Athletic Ticket
Office & A.S. Business Office in the
Student Union

.,.

EVER CRAVE
A COPY
AT 3 AM?

itril

6:30-8:15

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

WITH STUDENT ID
21 and over only, please

kig001,01ALt5f
,r7-

. .- ,; ., , ,.

.

COLLEGE
BOWL

2 for 1 CORONAS
NO COUER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
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SIGN UP NOW.

with DJ Rob Francis
8pm to 2pm
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PROGRESSIVE NEW MUSIC

277-3171
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The Spartans next meet will be
at the PCAA championships at UC
Irvine on Oct. 31.
Clark is confident that his team
will beat a couple of teams.
"This week’s performance was
encouraging," Clark said. ’’We beat
one schotil in our conference and finished close to another. I have to
think that way, but I’m not running.
The members of team have to think
that way.
"Our goals is to bump off a
couple of teams," Clark said. "We
have to run reasonably well for the
team to go to the NCAA Championships. I know we can’t beat the
UCLA% of the meet."

Fee -$5.00

Winners to represent SJSU in the
Regional Chess Tournament -February 26-28
here at SJSU
Info & Sign-ups at the Desk

277-3226

Student Union Games Area

*

*
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Women golfers take
4th in Tulsa Mixed
ill be
t UC
team
was
; beat
id finie to
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it the
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By Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
SJSUs women’s golf team
proved to the golfing world last
weekend that the 1986-87 season
was no fluke and this year’s team
will also be a force to he reckoned
with.
After last year’s NCA A
championship season. one would
expect a letdown the following
campaign.
Not from the Spartans.
Against nine of the toughest
teams in the country, and without
one of its top golfers (Denise
Phi!brick), SJSU finished founh
at the Tulsa Mixed Tournament.
Coach Mark Gale’s troops
shot a 942, 37 strokes behind
winner University of Texas.
Southern California had a
917 and Arizona State scored a
926. Gale noted that Florida,
which was pre -ranked second in
the nation. came in dead last.
showing how tough the tounaa
ment really was.
Gale was satisfied with his
team’s showing at the tournament.
"We finsihed about where 1
expected, Gale said. "And we
did show some improvement...
’The top finisher for the Spar
tans was senior Julie Rails, seventh in tournament. with scores
of 75, 78 and 78.
Gale said that she has been
"shooting well and is probably
the most improved golfer from
last year’s squad.
Dina Amanacapane finished
15th with scores of 79.78 and 79,
while Dana Lofland shot a 77, 81
and 79, good kir 17th.
Gale said Anianacapane’s
playing has come along nicely.
"The true colors of Dina are
coming out now." Gale said.
"She’s hitting the hall very well.
She is going to be a superstar.’
Gale was disappointed with
the performance of Pat Hurst.
The freshman had scores of 79.
BY and 85.
"That’s not like Pat to shoot
numbers like that." said the I I th

Sports
Spartans seek revenge on Rebels

l’a,vc 5
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Golf
year coach.
Another problem for SJSU
was its putting.
"The greens were very
fast." Gale said. "We are not
used to that. We had a lot of three
putts. ’’
The Spartans will next compete at the Stanford Invitational
from Oct. 30 to Nov. I .
Gale expects SJSU to do
well at the tournament.

‘The true colors of
Dina
(Amanacapane)
are coming out
now. She’s hitting
the ball very well.
She is going to be
a superstar.’
Mark Gale,
SJSU golf coach
’I don’t expect to win. but
we will play well at Stanford."
Gale said. "I expect us to finish
high and show some improvement."
Gale will be away from
practice the early part of the week
that the tournament takes place.
He will be coaching the
United States team against a Japanese squad in a best of three
chanipionship. The rounds will
be played at Pepple Beach and
Poppy Hills, both in Monterey.
He doesn’t think his abscence at the beginning of the
week will effect the team.
"They are mature enough to
handle it on their own: he said.

By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
One of the nice aspects about
division sports is that if the home
team loses the first game, there’s always another chance to reap revenge.
Solid evidence of the above theory can be found in the case of the
SJSU six:cer team.
L.ast Friday the Spartans faced
off against Nevada-Las Vegas where
they lost a tough, mean game on the
Rebels’ home field, 1-0.
Tonight at 7:30, SJSU will get
their chance at revenge when they go
head-on against UNLV 19-3-0) at
Spartan Stadium. The difference this
time is that the Spartans have the
home turf advantage.
"Probably, the best thing about
home gaines is that your players
have a much better feeling of the
turf," Spartan coach Julius Menendez said. "It’s very hard to play in

Soccer
another team’s haa yard. where
your not familiar with the ground trr
the area."
In the first confrontation against
the Rebels. the Spartans knew they
were a very solid squad of soccer
players who haven’t lost a match
since mid -September.
"I haven’t seen the recent ratings on the West Coast team," Menendez said. "But when it came
time to vote, I put down UNLV as
No.l."
Tonight’s game will feature
several changes by the Spartans in
hope of contol ling the Rebels.
One change is imploring two
strikers (middle forwards) and four
midfielders in order to control the
middle section of the field, where
the Rebels make a good majority of
their offensive attacks.

PRESENTS

Julius Menendez
. . . Soccer couch
doesn’t feel that the Rebels will suffer a letdown.
"Right now they are building
momentum towards the playoffs. s
they can’t afford to lose." he said.
"I think you will see an equally intense, hard fought soccer game tonight."

Syracuse moves up in top 20 rankings
AP
While Syracuse continues to rise, the Southwest Conference continues to fall.
The Orangemen. fresh off a 4821 victory over Penn State that
snapped a I7 -year losing drought
against the Nittany Lions. moved
into the Top 10 in the Associated
Press college football poll Monday
for the first time since 1968.
Syracuse jumped from 13th last
week to No. 9, their highest position
since Oct. 19, 1964.
"Our object and dream was to
get in the Top 20. That’s what we
feel very comfortable with," Coach
Dick MacPherson said. "We’re
thrilled to be in the Top 10. We’re in

great shape."
Arkansas, 15th last week, fell
out of the Top 20 with a 16-14 loss
to Texas, which is the only undefeated team in the SWC but is only
3-3 overall.
Since the AP poll began in
1936, 20 teams have been ranked
every week except from 1962-67
when only 10 were ranked. No SWC
team was listed in the Top Ten for
seven weeks in 1967, but since the
poll resumed ranking 20 teams in
1968, the SWC has been represented
in the Top Twenty every week until
now.
"We knew it was coming, unfortunately. Parity has arrived in the

Pre-Med?

conference," SWC spokesman Bo
Carter said.
Carter said he couldn’t tell
whether the SWC’s stumble was affected by the loss of Southern Methodist. banned from playing this season by the NCAA for repeated rules
violations.
He said the league’s absence
from the rankings is due mainly to
fierce competition within the conference.
Meanwhile, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Miami and Florida State held
onto the top four spots.
Oklahoma, which has been No.
1 in every poll this ,,tason, trounced
Kansas State 59-10 and received 42

of 60 first-place votes and 1.179 of a
possible I ,200 points.
Nebraska has been runner-up
every week and the Cornhuskers received 12 first -place votes and 1.134
points for a 35-0 triumph over Oklahoma State.
Last week. Oklahoma led Nebraska 47-7 in first-place votes and
I .184-1,222 in points.
Miami of Florida. idle last
weekend, remained No. 3 with six
first -place ballots and 1,106 points.
Florida State defeated LAmisville 329 and held onto fourth place with
977 points.

CHOOSING THE "RIGHT" MEDICAL SCHOOL

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN

Prepare to become an osteopathic physician as a
family practitioner, pediatrician, obstetrician, surgeon,
internist or any of the medical specialities.

JAPAN

LEARN ABOUT OUR MEDICAL PROGRAM
at an

mum=ic THE A.S . PROGRAM BOARD

"In the first game I put forward
John Dickinson in the backfield, but
this time I’ll put him either in nghtcenter midfielder or left -center midfielder position," Menendez said.
"While this will strengthen the middle. we still want to attack offensively at any side."
Another change the Spartans
must make in hope of victory is the
the ratio of shots on goal. In the first
encounter, UNLV took at least 20
more goal shots than SJSU. Menendez, however, feels that statistics exaggerate the problem.
"The problem wasn’t so much
the defense, but that UNLV controlled the middle part of the field."
he said. "That’s why I’m putting art
extra middle man in there, because
it’s most likely they will have the
same game plan tonight."
Knowing that the Rebels have
won seven straight games, including
one over Fresno State. Menendez

IN -lingual? interested in learning
about career opportunities in Japan?
Shushoku Joho, the employment
iournal of Japan, provides informotion on opportunities with prestigious Japanese and foreign capital
companies operating In Japan

OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE AWARENESS
CONFERENCE

"GREAT ENTERDUNMENT...
a wroodrtui, ascitulp, h.arnra rating movie.’
SUM OM 111130

Saturday, October 31, 1987
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

For registration forms or information, contact
on your campus:

411C./7110

To mom the latest news In
career opportunities in Japaa,
free of charge, please dial
(ROO) 423-U87 In California;
MOO) 325-9759 outside California.
A service of Recruit U.S.A., Inc.
’Vet C,ommunicale Opportunity"

Dr. Rose Tseng, HCOP Director
MacOuarrie Hall, #431

111=111 WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 21
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
Tu8cNilDrd31

tOStEtliA5rEDSILDENTS

Or call toll free, 1-800-445-4920, ext.207
and ask for Beverly Guidry, College of Osteopathic
Medicine of the Pacific no later than October 27, 1987.

ADVERTISE
277-3171

To buy, or Not to buy
that is not the question .

Kinko’s Announces
Desktop Publishing
by the Hour
t;et the convenience and qualin

The question is who can give you
the best solution . . .

of a Macintosh ’" and
LaserWriter ’" desktop

The One
and Only:

publishing systemwithout
the expense!

kinkois

P.C. Buy Back Policy
Buy your computer from N.A.C. now, and after
you graduate, just bring in your diploma and we
guarantee to buy it back!

Greet copies. Groat poops*

310 S 3rd St
(Across from McDonalds)
295-4336

Price
Chart

TURBO XT, 8 MHZ, 640K
MONOGRAPHIC MONITOR PRN PORT

64714.0_0.3
AT, 10 MHZ, 768K
MONOGRAPHIC MONITOR, PRN PORT
,
4 OM
NO
20M
40M
H.Q. FAST
H,D, N.D.
1 FD
837 1117 1297 1457
%.2 FD
909 1189 1369 1529)
:

FREE

Medium
Soft Drink
%%Oh

pu,

ol

OUR WIDE SELECTIONOF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
CI.UB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SAI AD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE

"Here’s to our future."
Zeltzer Seltzer Natural Flavored Soda
Peach, Itsapberry. Black Cherry Blueberry.
Vanilla Creme. not to mention Cola Berry
Something totally elm in the world.

I7

VAT Annome Men 1100..e...

ri

siesavii
/

9,17 1333
SO F. Son
’ With SISU Student ID Only

NETWORK ASSOCIATES CORPORATION
Tel (408) 744-0631
592 Weddell Dr #9
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
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Comedy: Marital humor
From page /
his sensible, intolerant wife, Jan
(Claudia Snyder).
The third bedroom is occupied
by Ernest (Frank Scot/aril and Delia
(Betsey Hayman), a stuffy and rather
conservative older couple who think
it’s "really wicked" to eat sardines
and toast in bed.
Ernest and Delia’s son, Trevor
(Rusty Kranskyl, and their daughterin-law, Susanna (Bridget Kowalcok) are having marital problems
They are the last couple to be represented in the play. Unfortunately
for the other couples, Trevor and Susanna insist on engaging their marital spats in everyone else’s bedroom.
"The students should come and
see the play because it’s a funny
show," said Todd Pereira, publicist
for the Universty Theatre.
Although "Bedroom Farce" is
making its debut at SJSU. Alan
Ayckbourn, the play’s writer is a
well-known figure in theater arts.
Ferreira said.
The Palo Alto Players are staging one of his plays. "Season’s
Greetings." His other plays include
"Relatively Speaking." and "Tak-

1

BEING EDUCATED IS
BEING RESPONSIBLE

Dan

weeney

pally staff photographer

Stanford attornes Robert %an Nest and Susan Harriman present a point during the Nt’A.A drug-testing trial.

Court: NCAA continues fight against drug abuse
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-TOUCHING LIVES
-TEACHING
-CHANGING WITH THE TIMES
Volunteer advisors, men & women, 21 yrs. & over are needed for Bay
Area BBG and AZA chapters of Central Region &nal B’rrth Youth
Organization. Play a vital role in helping Jewish teens appreciate &
preserve our Jewish Heritage. Help to guide young people in a group
lite experience and to mold the leaders of tomorrow’s Jewish Community
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athletes and that there is no suitable
replacement lOr these medications.
The le% el of drug. detected duriiig the te.litte. ift a person v.ho uses
drugs recreationally is far higher
than the leel detected from a person
Using the di tie for medicinal purposes. (nathri said.
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For further information, call Debra Polsky
415/349-0901

I 1 \ v-

)

INCLUDES BOTH
ELISA & WESTERN
BLOT

2211 Moorpark, #230
San Jose, CA
(408) 998-2121
Corner of Bascom& Moor ark

1)1 \

ing Steps."
Tickets are $7 for general and
$5 for students/seniors and can be
purchased at the University Theatre
box office at Fifth and San Fernando
streets.
Bedroom Farce will run Friday
and Saturday and Oct. 28, 29, 30,
and 31 . All performances begin at 8
p.m. in the University Theatre.

Typsetting

Macintosh
Stats
Copies
Printing

t
Macintosh $7.FJO/hr.
Laser Copies 500
Copies 31/2c
Free Pick-up & Delivery*
VCitli minimum (lore!

COPYLAND
971-2722

971-3278

1893 W. San Carlos
Away from Downtown Traffic

THE FUTURE IS IN
A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 28 ,

1987

tO OiSCUSS

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD

tit issus

It) 1 \ I

LEADERS
( ADD MARIA\ 11.41 .\\DS( 1111KI
oF s50!
)N:
RI GP-, R
[’HI NI 1.8( (
SEECIAL
CALI 3011 -FRI 800/541-.1134
MR MORE INFORMATION OR ADVANK RICISTRATION!
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$49

Todd Pereira,
University Theatre publicist
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’ Individual Counseling
Confirmed Results
Education & Referrals

1 \ I HE DES1( \ I NVIRONMENT

I1

k 10BER

1

MANXMED
AIDS TESTING

’The students should
come and see the
play because it’s a
funny show.’

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARJZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at

_J

CAREER PLANNINC AND PLACP1ENT CENTER

19th ANNUAL

AT

LEAST 20%

12 -HOUR

FF

EVERTHING

SALE

il)

fi,ttI,kry

41

SAN JOSE
124? So Basc om

All 4.ems limited to stock on hand

Winners of the All -Campus Tournament will represent SJSU in th at tournament.

(408) 277-3226
STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

SANTA CLARA
727-6762
2555 s( Blvd
362-4400

Entry Fee:
$5.00
per event

Our All -Gunpus Tournament is held to sel ect puti ci pants for the ACU-IRegi onal Recreation
Tournament, which this year will be held haat San Jose State (February 26-28, 1988).

Everything, absolutely everything will be on sale .
at least 200/0 off up to 5 0 % and more
Everything but the fixtures is on sale,
but for one day only. Bring your checkbook,
Visa or MasterCard and carry away the savings!

SAN FRANCISCO

KM

SISU Student Union is a member of ACU-I, which holds annual tournaments to determine
regional collegiate champions in chess, table soccer , table tennis, 8- Ball and other events.

Thursday, October 22

328 3500

oc)

0

Compete In: CHESS
8 -BALL
TABLE SOCCER
TABLE TENNIS

CASH & CARRY
ONE DAY ONLY!

PALO ALTO

ALL -CAMPUS
GAMES TOURNAMENT

297 4707

y
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Bloom County

YesterDaily
A brief look at yesterday’s news

Local News

General News

Id

The stock market suffered its worst day since
the crash in 1929, plummeting 500 points to 1,847.
SJSU economics professor Geoffrey Nunn said
Monday that the economy is still healthy despite the
drop, but he was shocked by the decline.
"The divp in the market dwarfs what has happened before. even in 1929," Nunn said.
The plummet wiped out a big part of the OM
amassed through the bull market of the past five
years.

’ist

Stan Vaughn. coordinator of building trades.
was devastated when department officials told him
of his demotion without giving a reason.
But happiness returned when he learned that 50
co-workers came to his defense by circulating a petition for his reinstatement.
Vaughn, who has been at SJSU for 11 years as
a student and an employee. received a letter in early
September from F.xecutive Vice President Handel
Evans informing him that he would be demoted in
90 days from c(x)rdinator of building trades to a
non -management position.
Mohammad Qayoumi, associate executive ft)r
Facilities Development and Operations, made the
decision and has not yet inftwmed Vaughn of the
cause of the deniotion, Vaughn said.

Bernard Goetz was sentenced Monday to six
months in jail and five months probation on his conviction for illegal possession of the gun he used to
shoot four youths on a subway almost three years
ago.
"A non-jail sentence for Goetz would invite
others to violate the gun law." said state Supreme
Court Justice Stephen G. Crane. "Whether you
agree with the law or not, it is the law and it was the
law on Dec. 22. 1984, and it remains the law."
After the sentence was passed, Goetz sttxxi silently, showing no emotion.
The maximum term Goetz could have received
was 36 months to seven years.
Goetz. 39, was convicted June 16 of criminal
possession of a weapon in the third degree for drawing his gun on Dec. 22. 1984, and wounding four
youths he said were atIout to mug him.

and
be
atre
11ndo
day
30,
at 8

San Jose Police suspect that the murder of an
elderly woman in the Rose Garden area of San Jose
Sunday may be linked to a series of similar killings
in the East Flay.
SJPD Deputy Chief Eusevio Hernandez said
Monday that the fatal beating of 82 -year-old Marie
Lovardi has similarities to four other attacks in San
Leandro, Hayward and Richmond.
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Attorneys general of 23 states from Maine to
California asked American Honda Motor Co. Inc.
on Monday to meet with authorities considering restrictions from rider training to an outright ban for
all -terrain vehicles.
The attorneys general made it clear they intend
to seek the restrictions whether or not Honda
chooses to meet them.
Between 1982 and August 1987, ATVs have
been responsible for 800 deaths and 300,000 injuries. more than half of them to children 15 years of
age or younger, according to the National Association of Attorney Generals.
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Good Clean Fun

c
-

-

re. lar exe

Gene Mahoney

OAT ENTEWD
GODDESS. A WORK OF
ART A FEAUTY EVERY
PAN’S FANTASY /11 MAL
era% A FOXY MF1/1A.

Almost half the people surveyed by the American Medical Association thought it "very likely"
that acquired immune deficiency syndrome would
infect and kill a large share of the nation.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AWAY FROM HOME and you don’t
know where to flt.
place of
worship?? Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST lust off campus, 81 N

3

Itih St , 266-0348 Need a ride, We
sre Christ centered Bible Peeving

people loving
Bible
Sunday at 9 30 A.M.,
Tuesday at 7:30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 A.M. IS 6 P.M.Dorm
B R. etudes available

=1,

and

classes’

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
end brochure see A S office or
.11(408)371-6811

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t It time
you got down lo the business of
your
purpose, Alternate. Careerwork
Assessments
Sinop
1970. Carol Willis M.A. 734-9110.

AUTOMOTIVE
130 YOU NEED A CAR??? Mee. Calf
’
AL SILVA et SWANSON-FORDISUZU In Los Gatos. 356-2101
Find oul how you can qualify tor a
LOAN today"
’80 FORD FIESTA, run. good, new
tires. struts & carb Minor body
work. well taken core of. S950
Call Tim Ore: days 747-1621
’76

FORD

TORINO.

V13,

AT,

AC.

$1100,0o Runt well, good tires,
277.3451 days. 297-6.7 eves

AFFORDABLE

COMPUTERS. Basic
XT -turbo tette, S497. ($839
tiel disk, clock, 510’61)- AT’s

S979 (come see!) Ali systems Ind
Monitor. kbd 3331 El Camino.
FINANC.

PC-COM!!

Computer &
404 S. 3.1 St., 0.2. (408) 295-1606.
0. block from campus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible S1.095
XT 1.525 Printer P10001 S179
Herd disk modem. most..

& Accmorles 404 S THIRD
ST., San Jose (408) 295-1606.
SPARTANS

RENTING, WISH TO
B UY? Call Bebe and siert peck
ing 2 term mobile h.ne under
Homes 241-2659

FOR SALE
IBM

SELECTRIC

non-conectobe
Good condition, $145 Cell 267.
4490

THE BREAD

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR.

tor

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV has
FT PT opening on weekend shift
tor an eutomateci equipment oper-

()way & fast service at extremely
low price. Complete eye exam including Maxon. check, com-

ator Requires 1-3 yrs E M
bly experience Of equelient ED In
science computer knowledge.
U S cite. Cell 415-493-1800
x445.

plete contact lens. service for
family. Fashion haus and sunglasses by the loading designers.
Super thin lene. for high power

newer...

Flexible

flexible people. all
today 370-9096",

hours

Coil

shifts

CAREER OPPORTUNITY" Start your
own multi II. Instiranee agency
Up to S30.000 guarantee Complete training prOgraIn at no cost
to you with major company Call
today 371-4663

WAITERS,

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS, Walking dIslanCe from campus Telemarketing Sales Account Execute.. Seery. $5 hr PLUS Cali
Ernie al 998-4526
CLERICAL ASSISTANT appro. 15 Ms
week Type 40 WPM. S6 50 per hr

ROSES BOOKSHOP
SAN JOSE Inateutlon

has boon
for 15 years Collage4evel students of history. pollee/el science.
Bleck. Asian and Chluno
Ns social work. worun’s eddies. labor hiStOry, and mentism &

ehould come In end
browse We el. hare, In English
traneallon. Soviet tenebooke In
01.11 110Clal ad...Ices We carry
both new and used books in the
above fled.. rnel es fiction poetry, children’s, rnyeteries, end
much more Poeta., records
periodicals - and the Juan Ch.
con Gellery feeturing poetical.
third world, and worriter erl
ROSES BOOKSHOP
950 S First St . San Joes 2.2130, (3 block easel of /1280)

COUNTER PERSON tOr establish.
athletic club part time coli Clime
296-1676
DANCE BANDS WANTED!I Local therapy reereeeen center needs
bends for frith. night dances

YAMAHA KEYBOARD PS-6100. We in musk progrernmer. euto rhy.
them. bets and chord S825 obo.
.N277-1059 In mpriing

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTANTS,

BOOKKEEPERS,

CLERKS, Earn money while
an Inter...ire resume
through lob experience Part linne
B full tin. pose.. ACCOUN,
TANTS ON CALL , 26.35 N lel
SJ 4324066
ACTIVISTS" MAKE SSW Melee defer
once, register DEMOCRATS to
vole Full en* pen erne Call 2434603

Call Pal at 213-0422

ier* end welters for lunch & dinner. Great student lob Call 2606161,374S 1st St
HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus
Mut know rel. sir plumbing S7 hr
part erne Don-295-864I
HELP! I need extra hands around the
hou. and wt. my 3 and 5 yr
pre

HELP NEEDED, Counter person tor
Espresso Bar neer campus, 185
Park Ave.. San Jose. Suite 179.
.11993-9433 7AM-5PIA.
INTERESTED

IN

HELPING

YOUNG

285-7130, 2131 Meridian Ave., S.J.

HOUSING
I ARGE 4-5 BORN HOUSE tor rent,
.100 mo Call Steve or Eileen et
462-0516 Avellable Nov let of
sooner North 6th SI
ROOM FOft RENT" OWN atmosphere.
walking distance lo SJSU Rent is
negotiable (S 17th ST) call 262.
9329
STUN

APARTMENTS 2 miles North
of campus Oulet security building Singles only $395 to 8425 Supermarket one block. bus &

rail nearby No pets Near inter
section of 101 NO 1058 N 4th St,
295-9641
STUDIO COTTAGE FOR RENT, Vaunt.
ISM from SJSU. Rent is
075.0 ’ 1300 elefrult or asst
offer. I pey the water bill Cali Michael Eluelck at (415) 363-8569
(work) or 9719628, tv message
TWO ROOMS tor rent 5275 plus 5150
dep. S200 plus 5150 dep. 155
South 12th SI. Ask for Mr. B.

PEOPLE?, Coaches needed for
en after -school spent end activ.

WANTED- FEMALE NONSMOKER to
*here 3 Nem 2bth. S. San JO.

lees progrem In San Jose Middle
Schools (Jr High)
Sports or
Scouting beckground helpful. but
call
not
necessary
S5 75 Tr,

home. S375’mo
1 ’3 .11 Arse.
IMMED, call Jenny Dey 966-4122

Randy et 249-6060
MONEY,

MONEY,

MONEY,

Telemsrkel your way to lois of it
your ambitious, set-motivate]
smi ilk. people, call us On the job
traintng Immeolal openings in
our pleasant comfortable Campbell office Full end Pert time Call

PERSONALS

370-9090

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!! Unwonted
halt removed forever Confidential 335 S Heywood Ave , Son
Jo., call 247-7486 tor appoint.
ment
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
Ihre wen sincere handicapped
man Wont to esteblian letting

PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP.
National finn now has immedlete
openings, Sterling poor rate is
S113. No experience Is needed because of our intensive on the job
veining protium G0041 Meth and
reading still. are a plus

Son.

evening and weekend positions
sr. eatable end some nexIbility
le allowed during final exams In
Welton If you qualify. corporate
scholarships ore awarded. elem... ere poulble. mi. you may
sem 2.3.4 credits per water or
semester During your winter.
spring nd *specially summer
breaks,
erne work Is seek..
Cali today for Information end an
iMerview, or cell Monday through
Erldey between 10 end JPA, (408)
g22-0618
ine line Is buoy,
please be petlent and try again
An OMNI OppOrtundy COMpany
RECREATION LEADER WNTID to work
*youth pee 12-15 Hours M-F
11 30.1Pal for Sento Clare Perlis
Roc Call TrIcY et 961-3257

FUN- EXCITEMENT Are you female who alleys this? You honour? I’m 5’9". brown hair. blue
eyes. 144 pounds, appearance
pleasing Reply to Deed. 999 Invent..
94017

Wey,

Sunnyvale,

CA

HIL LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA.
PON Shabbet dinners, puttee,
ferns,
outings,
Wed....
Lunch end Leant: amuse...
doneing. and much more.
For info call HILLEL
294-8311
I’d like to meet a wee, readout, eltrulatic woman I’m an occasionally chaining, busy 27
old
alio & greed student, multilinguel
& irately Oersted.
genuinely
good
hoorted.
quite
decent
iooking & bright (3 melon) 1
enjoy freq. core._ boots. Modtreed foreign flime
dee.
leen
musk
(lousy
domed t admire thoee ite Strong
dee.
to
learn creetecontrlb.
ehow high deg of *one/ghee &
I
Girttriend of 4 yrs
wirpamted
starting to Nel
mewing someone
You’re elpreswm. indep, kind erudite (un-

No elperismcit needed For
personal intreviert call 415-164
4/133 AH. tor Mr Badger

Nea treetthy, eves. & homy).
Attempt in friendship?, P 0.0
100103, Cupertino. Cs. 95018.

sYcuarre

OFFICERS

PCIOCFSS

eats
SERVERS FT’PT
F7 PT evening precut eons.
We will treln Apply In portion &SF
J .
Meridien Ave
ilAla-IPM,
21111-5110
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pl
S541191r to alert Foe beneltle, no
VANinterlude needed
GUARD SECURITr, 3212 Scott

NW,

bet’s.. Olcot1 I Son Tomos Sento Clem Cell 727-9793
Blvd

TEACHERS/Mega/001! EvIended
day 124 PM deity MUM have ECE

tion. 407 E Suet Clare St . 295.00. 1010 W El Cenino Reel.
Sonnyvele, 737-90IXI.

TYPH1T WANTED to be @ON to type el
West 50 WPM, Salm Pert -time.

TO SCNOOLI11/111111111111t11111
Bede to Worelf11111111111111elt111111t!
Greet job opporhinIty for ’Huns
In/ HodenlIL Pert time lob seat -

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVIS1ON 1.
receiving clerk
F T opaline for
1 yr materiel hendeng experience

mats. good peybensints
TODAY 723413110

eel Joe al 006-2200

requIred Wet hew

ulld deo-

Christopher

Re

Canner.

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cooter Sundey LUTHERAN 10 45
ern , CATHOLIC II 30 pm end 9 00
pm Maw cell CAMPUS MINISTRY el 29114204 tor worship,

4;

./

0 D.

Bill Lukas

Home On The Range
mp up ti 0C0"
t
LA /Alt
t.0% youst /NIL Wa’0/4110/3

t50,1 t WINK 111E.,,E
cA.KK, MEAN Ftstaricf,
44T 5TRA
SIR- 100AM
,......7[AKE A LEAK.

Open 7 days

week insurance & Medical ere warmly wlcorn* SJSU etelents & stet storeys have 10% off Cell for spa.
now"! 405 E Santa Clare St. st
9th. cell 995-0488. We speak VietSpenleh & Chine..
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE?
del ald from the at.. sector la
unrelentingly
neglected
resource.’ At Scholestie Consul.
tants we have the resources to
help you lap into Me private MK tor for Muncie! aid No matter
what your grades ere or what your
income is
un find financial
?
eouruos tor which you ere
qualified We guarantee lt, Call or
wrtte today for free Informelon on
lute you con receive financial eld
from the private sector Write

Classified

Scholastic Coneultents. P 0 Box
2744. Santa Clem Ca 95055 Or

Bonus Travel tickets. Western
sere ticket. or others WIII pay up
to S3.50 each (cash) Coil (MI

phone 243-3964

739-0738 or (800) 6461501

NEED STATISTICAL HELP? /BS Rs
seerch Associate. will input anely., and interpret your date Univedette
and
multivartete

Youth
WITH JULIE...,
EURAIL
student
tours, diuount ler tickets, hotel
reservelons. etc FREE ticket de-

TRAVELS
fares,

techniques Cleo explanations
(415) 349-4407
PHONE

livery on cane. 335 S 11 th St .
977-0799

ANSWER

SERVICE.
$12 9Smo No equipment & no
phone needed Lots of features
call 977-3011

TYPING
AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY.
EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops
Thank.
true Tony 216-2087
SI 50 per peg* double spaced

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone? Easy weft AMVOX a 24 hr
meaning sere. Perfect for
sorattles
hetemlese & other
common Interest groups Great

Avollable seven cloys weekly
Oulek turnaround Ail wort guar
onto.] Thanks
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time E.perenced with school reports.

PRCWESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree 1111.44. Pormetty of KSJS

theses, transcription, and group
Plck-Up & Delivery.
projects
Grommet Check. Editing ewe.. Student discount Only 12

You’ve got the party. were got
the music, Niche Productions
provides
wide verWty of music
for your wedding. pee, or dance

minutes way C11 now to Marie
Ilene before the rush, (406) 946-

et reasonable net. Cell Desiree
or Plel al 249-2120922-7359

.62 Pamela - Words and &Kee

REWARD YOURSELF WITH beet EUROPEAN secret (unadvertised)
heir end UM prmlucts Rare Wen.. and or fundraising opportunity CallnorKe VIKTOR (Indepen-

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic
word ...ging our specialty

dent distributor) al 270-3774. P 0
Box 9, &en Jose. Ca 95013 or
Sweeney
211.
Mondey
through Erkley

pendebegrationerexperienced
college weds. so cell us wIth pa-

Gun... leiter quality eccuracy Free disk storage proofing
Reauneble re. We re featele-

pers.reports,

theses

SCI

(up

ENCElett .1 251-0449
PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing Years of expel.
emu serving SJSU faculty end
student. HP laurel output All

WEDOING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZTRIAN" Dleenctive portraiture
with a sensitive touch A vele),
of piens to ch... from el reaBY APPOINTsonably priced

wont quer.... Minutes from
umpus cell PJ et 4234309

MENT (40I1) 259-5941

TRAVEL

needs Serving Evergreen, SSJ
a few minutes from SJSU Student
rates available
Coll Maureen
(408) 224-0852. 9am to &pm

cessing experience. letter quality
printing Very competitive re.

elordeble
student writing assistance. edit
typing
Min
processing
Ing. word

e nd fest turn around available

TERESA
BLOSSOM
Nil SANTA
e re. Fest, quality typing and
word processing of your resume,
academic

or

Avail...
wiNk

business

seven

needs

days

utes frorn school Pick-up and delivery. too, Gee your papers that
professional touch Call iodey to
rote,. your thne
251-4665
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN pope typed
fest, Let me help, S2 pg. Obi sp
Resumes are S5 pg I’m on cam.

COrMiSpOndOnCe.
Manuscripts.
etc WIII sid In grarninsr spelling-

WORD PROCESSING

punctuelon

For prompt. 7 day
noruego tor

response.

Panels et (400) 280-1821
RESUMES,

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING.

see

with referral discounts’

Hem

PAPERS.

WORD

PRO-

CESSING. Fest turnaround Euy
price Cell PARTLY YOURS. 376

around Sent. Clans 246-5825

age. SPELCHE K. punctuation ars!
gramme assistance All work

RATES
REASONABL F
TYPING.
Santa Clara sr. Call Pell et 2.5633 and lee. meets,.

double-speced.
Si 55 pew.
Plea. cell Cecelia leer 3 PM) at

dents can rely Oft Keurete
Drably production of mbeskedent.
pUbliCatIons.
ntpons.

plos menuserlas. urseinpleys.
resumes. repetitive letters, Iran...non Free SPELCHEK. copy
fell, disc storage Gulch turn-

group projects, menu’s. theses
diasertetions, etc Ail academic
formats
APA Free diet stor

735-8845 (Sue)

Sunnyvale

TYPIST, TRANSCRIBER, WORO PRORood 101
CESSOR’
Story

Thesis specialists Also term pe-

aCedattniC. business. legal sword
proceesing need. Tenn papers.
reports. resumes cover letters.

dented leech.

nings Call MARCIE al 926-1274
(Iv msag on my need.)

Brenham area 7 days week 264.504

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

out.), printers
Resumes
cover tellers tor 1988 IBUTVIIIN internship. and all lob caves.’ oppont/nil**
Competitive rote.
Also oiler typing and WP outing
. Individual instruction Mtn xpe-

PROCESS IT WRITE! Feculty end stu-

Professional

ENTERPRISE

PAPERS-RESUMES"
Need
help, Call S 0 S
Group projects. townies. euays. neer
ports Fr. spelling check Letter

TYPING.WORDPROCE SS1NG SVC Reports. theses. resumes. gr..,
SI 50 pg dbi apcd. 5761329 ’

CALL LINDA TODAY, Avoid the /vale
Reserve now for your term papers. group projects. thew.. etc
word processing.
?rewash storage Oulck return, ail
wort guarantee] Cassette transcription
available
Aimed.-

vastly Call (400)292-4047
TERM

pus all day Tu. & Thurs & early
rn on Mon Wed Fri for easy p u
and .1-1 only type in the eve

365-1012

pers. resumes and dissertations
Ail of your buena.. or ...nee

Profession.,
Thews.

sues -local pick-up and delivery
avalisble 866-8980
L UCID ENTERPRISES

Students receive discount Acsok tor Tecess Oats. 28,-4962
resa

pa-

Procesaing

Word

All types of papers all length.
SI 60 page. double-spaced typing
and spelling, SI 115 page, typing
e nd ell proofreading Campbell

APA FORMAT. term paper. thesis welcomed 10 years typing word pro-

guaranteed Proteselonel. quick &
dependabte service at AFFORDABL E RATES," Cell Pent et 247.
2681 ISANTA CI. ARA) further

ACCURACY ASSURED

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED Untied

3706
RESUMES

wrimmc a

WORD

PROCESSING, 35 years expert
Student Discounts Caner

enc.

Center et 24,34070
SJSU TYPIST. 2 block. from cameo.
Word processing, typing & setstore.
Free
dist
ting
SI 25 page double sp.. typing
Tenn papers. reports cover let.
tiers. theses. etc Call Fen et 2792152
PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SION. TYPING & business ser
vices Feel MilaCinable & nom unl

2997310
WORD EXPERTISE Word processing
thesis dissertation manuscript
English
French
Spanish Cell
371-6220
WORD PROCESSING. Students Instructors. small business Tern

papers.

thews resume.. manuals. dissertetions. mass mailing.
Reesonebie
spell check. etc
rates Cell K & R DESKTOP SERVICES et 274-7562 Limited pl. up
& delivery

WORD PROCESSING. students end
today Convenient location oM
260 & Leigh S2 standard daub*
space page Cali Linde et 9911
0764
WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES AN
imbeds Ouse.] writers Rewriting. tatting. pope end these
areekament and assist.. Resumes Word processing A
sults

Cetatiog

(4

Hi-

f141-54.141

(INNkeNy)

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approxernately 30 letters and spaces tor each hne)

Ad Rates

(spicy).

Ile your
SALES TELEMARKETING
own boss Wort et home Greet
cornmbelon pecksge Free trebling

Co

for angles. Ce I 993-3711

retellonshIp! Plea. call Brian at
290-73CO

ALL AMERICAN COPY now hiring pl
lime for counter clerk A nut
insurer Menge Wel Oen, good
pay & benefit. Apply in 2 loca-

SACK

WAITER WAITRESS COOKS.
Fent
top 9.14149.9 Merle Callender!. is
now hiring for ell hour. No experience neoesaery WM train Cell

EULIP1A RESTAURANT is hiring bus-

@READ

WEDDING DRESS & VEIL. sloe 10.
S300 Call Lune!, dey (415) 4933550. wet (40111) 290-9480

$5.hr. NO EXPERIENCE.
Pert time weekends, call Joe at

866-2200.

Mt View area Contact Nancy et
4415)960-6738

6%

off tor students tea

20K Babe

er ikon. and be et. lo Itn 60
!ha Call (415)493-1000 .445.

obi. Female non-smokfe
723-8561 for more info

COMPUTERS

Santa Cies. 249-4221
ING VAILABLE,

ere etc earn top dollar doing tele
marke,ng tor No Calif largest

Minimum three hneS On One day
11’11

Two
Day
Days
$4
35
3 Lines $3 55
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $
OTIO

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
S5 80
$6 60
$7 40

Rye
Days
$5 20
S6 00
$6 80
S7 60

Each
Extra
Day
S 90
$1 05
SI 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $6300
5-9 Lines sae. oo
15 Plus Lines $80 00

couneoling. program. and eludy
Notate
opportunIttee
Rev
Shires. Esther Bob Leger, Slater
Judy Ryon, Rev ’Sorb FIrnheiber

!III!!

Print Name
Address

Phone_ _

City 8 State

7ip

Phone 277-3175

SERVICES
BARE IT ALI) Stop ehavIng, waling.
rereeeng or using clvernetel 0.411tone. Let me permenently remore your unwed. heir (chin,

Enclosed
Girds s Clessitication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

beinl, tummy, moustache, etc)
15 percent discount to otudents

Automotive

Housing

end tomb,/ Cali before December
31.1967 end get your Wel spat et
17 price ’Unwonted Mak (Soap-

Travel

Services
Lost 8 Found

Stereo

For Sale
Typing

pews With My Care Owen Chetgoon
E , 5.56-3800 1845 II Daemon Ave , VC Heir Todey Gone

Computers

For

$

SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

Lines

Days i

ClassilialOssit Located Outside 08W101
Hours 900 A M to330d M

San Jose State University

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
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Resign: CSSA head quits
From page /

been frustrated with CSSA tor the
last month and a half.
Lame’s frustration was a result
of the CSSA staff becoming too involved in the process and Northridge
always receiving the short end of the
deal, he said.
"I thought that I represented
CSSA well, but they ob%iously did
not agree,’ Laine said
Lame said he v. ill not attend
any more CSSA meehngs. "For me
to go would be hypocritical because
I don’t feel that they’re doing a good
job.’’
"It was a relief that Laine de-

Mr. Universe speaks on religion

ci
to resign as opposed to the
CSSA having to forcibly remove
him," Boothe said.
Instead ot issuing a written resignation. Lathe said "I quit" at Friday’s CSSA meeting. ’The CSSA has
accepted his resignation, but is
awaiting a formal written resignation.
The prtk:ess of forcibly removing Laine would have been a timeconsuming and difficult process for
the CSSA to pursue, Boothe said.
"I’m sorry to see the CSSA go
through this," McLennan said. "I
think there is a concern for the credibility for the organization."

Dennis Tinerino discusses bringing Christ into his life
Ily Lorraine Grant
Daily staff writer

Tom Boothe
. Cia State affairs director

Honors: Minority students win awards
Front page I

from my family and friends, which
is very important when continuing
your education."
Puentes is currently working on
her MA in the same field.
The student must also have a
"As a graduate student, I have
baccalaureate degree, be a resident drastically changed my organizatioof California, have maintained a nal skills.’ said Norma Thigpen. a
grade point average of 2.7 in all colbiological science graduate, who
lege work, demonstrated a minimum also
received the award. "In order to
financial need of 511181 and be adcomplete tasks. a graduate student
missable to a graduate program.
must be willing to make sacnfices
I’m very determined to start
that will ultimately lead to rewards
my
Ph.D.."
said
Jacqueline
in the future."
Puentes, who was honored with an
award and has a BA degree in psyThe other award winners were:
chology. "I have very good support Maria Iliadic). Ricardo D’Alessanto be eligible: Blacks, other Hispanics, Filipinos, Chicanos Mexican
Americans, American Indians and
Pacific Islanders.

dm. Mildred Davila -Perez, Nehanda
Imara, Rita Tu, Patricia Mendez
Solcedo, Carmen Torres, Liliana
Velasquez. Arturo Villarreal. Diane
Vonderlin and Wenonah Williams.
This is the third year in a row
that the Graduate Fellowship program has given out awards.

Having all the money in the
world doesn’t necessarily mean one
is happy. and neither does having the
best body.
Four-time "Mr. Universe" and
"Mr. America," Dennis Tinerino.
will speak at SJSU at 7:30 tonight in
the Student Union Umunhum to talk
about his life as a body-builder and
how he turned his life around after
he accepted Jesus Christ into his life.
The message Tinerino will be
speaking from is: There’s Someone
Stalking You and he’s not Your
Friend.
Tinerion, 40. won every major
title one could win in body-building,
from Mr. Teen America to Mr. Universe.
He won the Universe titles in
1968, 1972, 1975, and 1982.
In 1979. Tinerino was arrested
for running an escort service. While
in jail. he received his first sermon

‘I love speaking to

university students
because they try to
intellectualize God.’
Dennis Tinerino,
former Mr. Universe
by a woman he met on the work furlough program.
After his release from jail, Tinerino met a South African body
builder who preached the gospel to
him and he accepted Jesus Christ.
"My life is dedicated to sharing
the Living God, not rituals or traditions of men, but a relationship with
a God who still intervenes in lives
today," Tinerino said."I love
speaking to university students because they try to intellectualize God.

BP

It’s by a broken spirit and faith that
people know God...
Tinerino, who is known as the
"muscle preacher," beat Amold
Schwartzenneger and Lou Ferigno.
He was recently inducted in the
Italian Hall of Fame for his accomplishments.
Tinerino is currently involved
in Innercity Youth Ministry, an organization that reaches out to youngsters in lower class areas and helps
them spiritually.
He is currently writing an autobiography titled "Quest for Glory."
He works closely with "Champions for Christ," an athletic outreach which is part of Maranatha
Campus Ministries. a campus
fellowship group.
Tinerino was raised in Brooklyn. N. Y., and has worked in movies and commercials. Today, he is
married with three children and distributes exercise equipment in
Northridge.

BASCOM PRINTING
515 South Bascom Avenue
San Jose, California 95128

998-8400

FULL SERVICE PRINTING
Are you prepared for
the new phone system?
Here’s your chance to
familiarize yourself with them
before November 1st.

Serving the Bay Area s nutritional needs tor over 9 years
’ offering the Best Selectson and Lowest prices around

FLYERS
BUSINESS CARDS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS
THESES
LAZER PRINTING
MACINTOSH RENTAL
WORD PROCESSING/TYPING
SCHOOL/OFFICE
SUPPLIES
WEDDING INVITATIONS
CHRISTMAS CARDS

Multi-line and Single-llne Telephone’
Monday. Ot t 12 to Friday.

Oct. 30

8:30 - 10:00
10:30 - 12:00
1:30 - 3:00
3:30 - 5:00

hov. Oct. 19 to Wednesday.

Oct. 21

8:30 - 10:00
10:30 - 1200

1(../ISIT OUR CHRISTMAS BOUTIQUE)
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1ST, 1987

1:30 - 3:00
3.30 5:00

For reservations call 277-3272

545-C Meridian Avenue
(Between Parkmoor and Auzerais)
San Jose, CA (408) 993-2211

...anything printed-it’s that simple"

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The !tux’ on tlle left is poised ori what could 1)e the most
part of your educatim.
A lv !limos!) computer.
Arid the hantl on the right is gripping pure, simple,
unaLlulterated fun.
A Ilona’ Sox iter One we’re giving away.
All you have to Lk ) ti a cluilce to drive it away is visit
vour campus coniputer center and till out entry form. While
you’re there, take a Nlacintt)sli )r a test drive.
1Vause Nlacintosh can lielp vou write tem) papers,
categorize elements oldie periodic table, pbt the rise alid fall
)1pork-helly prices, conipile coniputer code, and talk to other
imputeni.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a
in( iuse, so to speak, will receive a free Apple" menio hoard.
tio head ( Aer to your campus coniputer center
And ask al)()Lit wir Student Financbg Program.
) knows? Nix’ may stx luid yourself cruisiN a little
farther than v.( expectetl.

t Test drive a Macintosh.You may ride away on a Honda Scooter. 11113A
Take a 5 -minute demonstration
Enter September 21 - October 30

SPARTAN
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SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

(vetam resin, le 4e, Apph %isw vo our ampus (I Cputer renter fi w curnplde prommonal
And numlwr

()he free lb oda Hite 9) So Nei’ Will he .1%.111k11

xitol entrAnis Nool purchase netvssan. 0198’ Apple (t wnputer Ilk Apple .mtl the

Npnte 1.10

pinky:Wing *ix d. wilt registered

mastered trademark...4.1414e (AMNON. Int %Una

t., win Ottd,.4tteirartg vary depentill*
students And faculty Jre
ts A trademark of Apple unpaid, Int Hite IS trademark 0111,inal
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